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**Abstract:** Social networking is an act of interacting/ sharing fun and some information popularly called profiles with known or unknown people (called friends) freely online. A social network service is an online interface, service, platform, or page that enables users exchange information and relate socially. This consists of a representation of each user (often through a profile), his/her social links, photos, fun and a variety of additional services. Most social network services are web based and provide means for users to interact over the internet, such as e-mail and instant messaging. Our project (talk2me) is social networking site that can connect people with their friends and allow every user have a networked-library which can be customized by the user. It would serve the purpose of not just a social networking site, but also a resource center where members can get instant data/information on any assignment, project, and research from Textbooks, Journals, Editorials, Magazines, Past Project and so on. This application would enable researchers get optimal solution to problems. Since multiple users can edit an article and save the edited work to their own library - persons get efficient answers to problems. The idea behind this research is that, projects already done by someone else does not have to be developed again, instead it is improved upon. The goal is the development of a resource center where people can network knowledge is thus accomplished.